
Year 6– 2021 - 2022
Curriculum Map Year 6

Term and
focus

Term 1 and 2
History

Term 3 and Term 4
Geography

Term 5 and 6
Creative

Topic Vehicle War

WW1 and WW2-evacuation

Explorers – how they changed the world?

Shackleton and Darwin

Sherlock Holmes / detectives

Crime and punishment

Enquiry
Question

Why go to war and does it achieve anything? How have explorers changed our thinking? Crime and Punishment- how has it changed?

Visit or
experience History day - WW1/WW2 An Explorers day

Natural History Museum - Darwin collection
Houses of Parliament - minicking route taken in The London Eye mystery too?

Residential - PGL w/c 26th June
Team building / Problem solving day

Dragons Den experience
Create political parties in groups

Power of
Reading

WW1-Stay where you are and leave - Historical narrative

WW2- Letters from the Lighthouse - Historical narrative

Rose Blanche - Historical narrative

War poetry

Shackleton’s Journey - historic factual narrative
Ice trap - historic narrative

Journey to the River Sea - Classic narrative

Optional extra-Flanimals – Ricky Gervais

The London Eye Mystery - Crime narrative

The Young Sherlock Holmes -Crime  narrative

Poetry-riddles and clues

English
writing

opportunities

Diaries
Letters

War Poetry
Recounts

Narrative (Historic)
Non-Chronological Reports-WW1 and WW2

Narrative -Shackleton’s trip (adventure)
Report writing- the journey/ discovery

Biography - Shackleton/ Darwin
formal applications
journals-log books

Persuasive writing-should they go on the trip?
Poetry-Antarctica

Parliament/Power/MI5/Democracy
Letter writing

Non-Fiction texts
Explanation

Narrative -spy novel mystery writing
Film Review Storm Breaker/Johnny English

Secret spy poems
Punctuation

and grammar
Parenthesis (brackets, commas and dashes)

Use the semi-colon, colon and dash to mark the boundary between
independent clauses

Use the colon to introduce a list and use semi-colons within lists

Fronted adverbials
Active and passive
use of adverbials

Understand the following terminology: Subject, object. Active, passive.
Synonym, antonym. Ellipsis, hyphen, colon, semi-colon, bullet points.

use of speech
Active and passive
Link ideas across paragraphs using a wider range of cohesive devices

Use layout devices e.g. headings, sub-headings, columns, bullets, or
tables, to structure text.

Understand how hyphens can be used to avoid ambiguity

Understand the following terminology: Subject, object. Active, passive.
Synonym, antonym. Ellipsis, hyphen, colon, semi-colon, bullet points.

Active and passive
Link ideas across paragraphs using a wider range of cohesive devices

Understand the following terminology: Subject, object. Active, passive. Synonym,
antonym. Ellipsis, hyphen, colon, semi-colon, bullet points.

Spelling /ought/
ible/ able

/ei/
homophones

Suffixes
hypens

Silent letters
homophones

homophones
5 & 6 statutory word list (SAT’S prep)



Maths (White
Rose)

Number: Place Value
Number: Addition, subtraction, multiplication and division.

Number: Fractions

Geometry: Position and direction
Number: Decimals

Number: Percentages
Number: Algebra

Measurement: Converting units
Measurement: Perimeter, Area and volume

Number: Ratio
Geometry: Properties of shape

Problem solving
Statistics

Investigations

Science Living things-classification of animals and plants

Describe how living things are classified into broad groups according to
common observable characteristics and based on similarities and
differences, including microorganisms, plants and animals.

Give reasons for classifying plants and animals based on specific
characteristics.

Animals and humans
life cycles (year 5)

Forces
Gravity, air and water resistance

Electricity
Associate the brightness of a lamp or the volume of a buzzer with the number

and voltage of cells used in the circuit
Compare and give reasons for variations in how components function

Use recognised symbols

Light
Recognise that light appears to travel in straight lines

Explain that we see things because light travels from light sources
Explain why shadows have the same shape as the objects that cast them

Evolution and inheritance
Recognise that living things have changed over time and that fossils provide
information about living things that inhabited the Earth millions of years ago.
Recognise that living things produce offspring of the same kind, but normally
offspring vary and are not identical to their parents.
Identify how animals and plants are adapted to suit their environment in different
ways and that adaptation may lead to evolution.
use primary and secondary sources evidence to justify ideas;
about how scientific ideas have developed over time.

Animals and humans-healthy lifestyle
Identify and name the main parts of the human circulatory system, and describe

the functions of the heart, blood vessels and blood.

Recognise the impact of diet, exercise, drugs and lifestyle on the way their bodies
function.

Describe ways in which nutrients and water are transported within animals,
including humans.

Geography
Locational knowledge

Locate the world's countries, with a focus on Europe and countries of particular
interest to pupils.

Place knowledge
Understand geographical similarities and differences through the study of

human and physical geography of a region in a European country (Germany)

Geography focus enquiry

Skills and Fieldwork
Use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping

Locational Knowledge
Identify the position and significance of latitude, longitude, Equator, Northern

Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere, the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, Arctic
and Antarctic Circle

Human and Physical
Changes to world environment over time

Humans seek to manage and sustain environment

Human and Physical
Use a wide range of geographical sources in order to investigate places and patterns.

Use widening range of geographical terms such as urban, rural

Skills and Fieldwork-spy adventure
Use the eight points of a compass, four and six-figure grid references, symbols and key

(including the use of Ordnance Survey maps) to build their knowledge of the United
Kingdom and the wider world.

Use fieldwork to observe, measure, record and present the human and physical features
in the local area using a range of methods, including sketch maps, plans and graphs, and

digital technologies.

History
WWI and WW2

To deduce information from the past from sources of evidence.
Show an awareness of Propaganda
Give a broad overview of life in Britain during the war
Compare life in different countries during WW2 – occupied and
unoccupied
Describe social changes in history   - role of women
How was Hellingly affected during the wars?

Crime and Punishment from Victorian England to modern day London

Changes in social history - How crime and punishment has changed in the last
150 years from the Victorians to modern day.
Describe how some of the things studied from the past affect/influence life today.
Make links between some of the features of past societies. (E.g. religion, houses,
society, technology, crime and punishment.)
Show developing appropriate use of historical terms
Understand how our knowledge of the past is constructed from a range of
sources

RE Theme:
Beliefs and Practices

Key Question:
What is the best way for a Muslim to show commitment to God?

Religion:
Islam

Theme:
Christmas

Theme:
Christmas

Concept:
Incarnation

Key Question:
Do Christmas symbols help Christians celebrate Jesus?
Religion:
Christianity
Theme:
Easter

Theme:
Beliefs and moral values

Key Question:
Does belief in Akhirah (life after death) help Muslims lead good lives? (part 1 and part 2)

Religion:
Islam

Theme:
Beliefs and Meaning



Concept:
Incarnation
Key Question:
Do Christmas celebrations and traditions help Christians understand
who Jesus was and why he was born?

Religion:
Christianity

Concept:
Gospel

Key Question:
Is Christianity still a strong religion 2000 years after Jesus was on Earth?

Religion:
Christianity

Concept:
Salvation

Key Question:
Is anything ever eternal?

Religion:
Christianity

Art
Painting

WW1 pictures- Paul Nash
To study the work of Paul Nash and use different medians to create their own
versions.

Collage

ww2- propaganda/evacuee
collage/ layering of different medians

Sketching

Sketching - Charles Darwin evolution drawings. Creating your own sketchbook.

Painting and Printing

To create a piece inspired by cubism linked to detectives

DT
Structures

Creation of WW2 shelters

Children to investigate, test and make their own shelters

Make Bread and plan healthy meals to take on exploration
Cooking- plan and prepare a dish for your exploration

Making explorers biscuits.

Creation of Spy Gadgets.
To generate, develop, model, sketch a spy gadget.



ICT
Online Safety (Unit 6.2  3 Weeks)

Networks- how the internet and WWW are different (Unit 6.6 3 lessons)

Coding (6.1  6 weeks)

E-safety
use technology respectfully and responsibly

Identify a range of ways to report concerns about content and contact in
and outside of school.

Spreadsheets & analysing data - linked to Science topic
Spreadsheets - unit 6.3 (4 lessons)

Blogging unit 6.4 (4 lessons)

E-safety
use technology respectfully and responsibly

Identify a range of ways to report concerns about content and contact in
and outside of school.

Text adventures (unit 6.5 5 lessons)

Quizzing (unit 6.7  6 lessons)

E-safety
use technology respectfully and responsibly

Identify a range of ways to report concerns about content and contact in and
outside of school.

PSHE Being me in my world
Identifying goals for the year

Global citizenship
Children’s universal rights

Feeling welcome and valued
Choices, consequences and

rewards
Group dynamics

Democracy, having a voice
Anti-social behaviour

Role-modelling

Celebrating differences
Perceptions of normality
Understanding disability

Power struggles
Understanding bullying

Inclusion/exclusion
Differences as conflict,

difference as celebration
Empathy

Dreams and goals
Personal learning goals, in and

out of school
Success criteria

Emotions in success
Making a difference in the world

Motivation
Recognising achievements

Compliments

Healthy Me
Taking personal responsibility

How substances affect the body
Exploitation, including ‘county

lines’ and gang culture
Emotional and mental health

Managing stress

Relationships
Mental health

Identifying mental health worries and
sources of support

Love and loss
Managing feelings
Power and control

Assertiveness
Technology safety

Take responsibility with technology
use

Changing Me
Self-image
Body image

Puberty and feelings
Conception to birth

Reflections about change
Physical attraction

Respect and consent
Boyfriends/girlfriends

Sexting
Transition

PE Netball

Tag Rugby

Gymnastics

Dance

Gymnastic Apparatus

Dance

Invasion Games

Hockey

Team building/Problem Solving/ OAA

Tennis

Athletics

Rounders/Stoolball



French Going on holiday

Seasons

The environment

Actions

In France

Family

Music Happy
Classroom Jazz

A New Year Carol
You’ve got a friend

Music and Me
Reflect, Rewind & Replay


